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Underseat luggage size united

Level Contributor 41 Posts 1 Review How strict is United Airlines Basic Economy personal item? Three years ago flying back and forth United Airlines with Basic Economy tickets, which means we each allowed one personal item on a plane with dimensions of inches 9 x 10 x 17. A coworker offered me a piece of his
personal belonging from his luggage kit, but he is 9.5 x 12 x 16. Does anyone know how strict UAL is with the basic economic rules on size? If they are super strict and I show up with that, they will check it out at the gate for a fee and I don't have my personal belongings available for a 6-hour flight. Also, someone knew
someone who flew United's Basic Economy and was treated like a standby passenger. Although they purchased a BE ticket, they were not guaranteed a seat on the booked flight. I read in small print before the order and not where it was even hinted at. Has anyone heard anything about it? Level Contributor 2,895 posts
7 reviews 2 useful votes 1. Re: How strict is United Airlines Basic Economy's personal item? Three years ago, before it fits under the seat, you're probably fine, but if they got a sizer at the gate and it didn't fit, what then? As for the second thing, United BE's local is allocated to check that I can see that happening if your
friend-of-a-friend was one of the last who was checked and the flight was oversold. They wouldn't get their place assigned before boarding - or maybe not at all. Level Contributor 21,579 posts 124 reviews 78 useful votes 2. Re: How strict is United Airlines Basic Economy's personal item? 3 years ago on the second
question you are not treated as a watchful passenger. This is a real booking and you will get on the plane, except for an unlikely event. It is not able to stay where you have no place and board a plane only if people do not show up with tickets. However, you can not check the internet and you do not need to reserve a
place in advance. Depending on how busy the flight is, they can not assign seats to the gate. Level Contributor 4,963 posts 17 reviews 34 useful votes 3. Re: How strict is United Airlines Basic Economy's personal item? Three years ago, the problem with these as strict issues is that they usually can not be strict (many
airlines are very weak on the size of the bag), but if someone decides to implement the rules, you can not say, Hey, everyone knows that you are not strict. or tripadvisor forum people told me that I could. I also think it will be fine, but you can't complain if it's not good for your check-in. Level Contributors 41 posts 1
review 4. Re: How strict is United Airlines Basic Economy's personal item? Three years ago, that wasn't my point. I don't plan to get to the gate and complain. I just want to know if anyone had a first-hand experience flying with an UAL BE ticket on personal items portable. Level Contributes 5,800 5. Re: How strict is
United Airlines Basic Economy's personal item? Before 3 &lt;&lt;How can not check check online and you do not need to reserve a place in advance. Depending on how busy the flight is, they can not assign seats to the gate.&gt;&gt; wait, stick, or it is true that you can not check the line in advance? I thought he could
check in, but he wouldn't be given a seat. This is different from not checking up the airport or at the gate, which definitely puts you at a higher risk of being thrown away. My understanding is, BE does not give you space, but does not give you idb risk. If that is the case, United did not get people when it started selling
these prices. Level Contributor 6,222 posts 7 reviews 15 useful votes 6. Re: How strict is United Airlines Basic Economy's personal item? Three years ago, No, that's not true! Check-in is possible on a regular and timely basis. And this gives you the place that the UA assigns before boarding. Edited: 3 years ago Level
Contributor 37,406 posts 7 reviews 16 useful votes 7. Re: How strict is United Airlines Basic Economy's personal item? Three years ago, United had both a bag and a personal item. If your personal item fits that sizer you are fine. If the bag you have been given is a soft side and so can be collapsed and fit the size you
are good at. Level Contributors 37,406 posts 7 reviews 16 useful votes 8. Re: How strict is United Airlines Basic Economy's personal item? Before 3 &gt; you can wait, stick, or it is true that you cannot check online from &lt;However you= can't= check= in= online= and= you= don't= get= to= reserve= a= seat= ahead= of=
time=time= depending= on= how= how= the= flight= is,= they= may= not= assign= seats= until= the= gate==&gt;advance? == Currently, passengers in the main economy must check in at the airport. Level Contributor 6,222 posts 7 reviews 15 useful votes 9. Re: How strict is United Airlines Basic Economy's personal
item? 3 years ago I thought if you were checking the bag, can you check using the app or web page? Level Contributor 7,755 posts 9 reviews 53 useful votes 10. Re: How strict is United Airlines Basic Economy's personal item? Three years ago, you'll only be able to check in from the UA Basic Economy rules with the
main economy for a flight through united.com or United if you specify that you are checking the bag. If you plan to bring a laptop bag and personal item with you on a United Airlines flight, make sure you know the rules and restrictions in advance so that you can plan accordingly. Travelers are already facing numerous
hassles at the airport, from long check-in lines to even longer security lines (if you don't have TSA Precheck) to small cramped economy locations. Today we will discuss how you can avoid some of these obstacles when flying United with a portable and personal item. United Carry-on and Item RequirementsBoth hand
bags and&lt;/However&gt; personal effects must meet certain certain When flying United (except basic economy on a non-transatlantic flight), you can bring 1 of them, but the requirements for each of them are different. Portable dimensionsWhen united flying, carry-on bags can be no more than 9 inches X 14 inches X 22
inches (22 cm X 35 cm X 56 cm). These dimensions include wheels and handles, so make sure you include them in your measurements. If your laptop bag doesn't meet the dimensional requirements, you can be forced to check your bag and pay a standard United checked baggage fee. Hot tip: See the best ways to
avoid checked baggage charges in United.Unlike checked baggage, laptops don't have to meet certain weight requirements to avoid an additional charge. Personal items dimensionsPersonal elements must fit under the seat in front of you. Common items include backpacks, laptop bags and wallets. These bags can be
up to 9 inches X 10 inches X 17 inches (22 cm X 25 cm X 43 cm). Like carry-on bags, personal effects must not meet the weight requirement. Additional items In addition to the carry-on bag and personal item, passengers are allowed to bring some other items on board. These elements include:Additional elements
allowed on BoardJacketAssistive devices (stagnation, crutches, etc.) UmbrellaFAA approved child restraint or safety seatFood head from the airportDiaper bagMerchandise from airportBreast pumpReading materialPet (will be subject to service fees)Musical instruments such as guitars, violins and other small instruments



are allowed on board if the device is packed in a hard case and the space is in the air compartment or under the seat in front of you. If you decide to bring a musical instrument with you, it will be counted as part of your continued allowance, so remember to pack it. What items are allowed in your laptop bag? Items
allowed in your luggage are regulated by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA). TSA allows liquids, gels and aerosols to be packed in a portable bag if they are in containers of up to 3.4 ounces (100 ml). United Express FlightsRegional United Express jets have less added space, which means you may have to
gate check your portable bag. Video credit: UnitedUnited Express flights are operated by regional airline partners using smaller aircraft. As a result, the air compartments have less space than United's main line aircraft. Roller bags and larger carry-on bags often do not fit into these overhead boxes. In this case, you may
need to make a transfer before boarding. These gate-checked bags will not be sent to the baggage claim area when leaving the airport. Instead, they will bring you just outside the aircraft, often on a jet bridge. If you are forced to gate check your portable bag for any personal vaporizers and should be removed and stored
in your personal item on board. In this case, you will not be charged a fee for the gate to check your transfer. The Great Great Economy Carry-on RulesUnited has introduced basic economy prices to compete with low-cost carriers such as Spirit Airlines and Frontier Airlines. If you decide to stay on your base economy
ticket, you will not be allowed to bring a carrier bag to the plane (unless you are on a transatlantic route). You will still have the opportunity to bring with you a personal item that can be stored under the seat in front of you, but that's it. If you go to the gate with a laptop and sit in the main economy, you'll need to check the
bag and pay the applicable checked bag fees and a $25 gate handling fee. Avoiding the tax on the main economy If you're stuck with your main economy ticket, there are 2 ways to make sure you bring a full-size carry bag with you. One of them is easy, and the other is expensive and takes a lot of time. If you pay for
your base economy ticket using a co-branded United credit card, you can bring a portable bag at no extra cost. In addition to our two favorite cards above, a free laptop bag is also included in the following credit cards:MileagePlus Club CardMileagePlus Club Business CardPresidential PlusSM CardPresidential Plus
Business CardMileagePlus Awards CardIxe United Universe CardIxe United CardThe standard carry-on bag benefit also includes your travel friends if they travel on the same booking (and allowances in space). The second way to avoid tax is to have elite status with United or The Star Alliance. If you have MileagePlus
Premier Silver, Premier Gold, Premier Platinum, Premier 1K or you are a member of the Star Alliance™ Gold, you are allowed to bring a standard carry-on bag. Earning status requires a high level of costs, so this usually applies to business travelers who work for companies that pay for their trip. Hot tip: Use a United
MileagePlus credit card from Chase if you need to buy major economy tickets so you can bring a portable bag with you. How to deal with the issues of the main economy bagWith a little planning, you can avoid baggage charges or compensate for them even when flying the main economy. So if you don't have elite status
with United, what's the best way to ensure you can bring a portable bag for free? First, if you really want to continue with you so that you can fly a plane to a meeting or catch a train, use one of the common brand's United cards to book a flight. This is the easiest way to ensure that you can bring both your personal item
and laptop on board even with a basic economy ticket. If you don't have one of the common brand cards, don't try to shave the laptop bag on board – it's unlikely to work. When they stop you, you'll be on the hook for a standard verified fee of $30 and an additional $25 gate handling fee. Instead of going this hassle and
double-pay, plan in advance, putting everything you can into the checked bag and keeping only essentials, such as medicines for your Item. After checking the bag at United's check-in table, you'll still have to cover the checked bag fee, but that's half of what you'll pay at the gate. Finally, if you are going to check the bag,
pay for it with a credit card where you can use your points to pay for the fees in your report! Capital One® VentureOne® Rewards Credit Card - This non-annual tax card comes with a 20,000 bonus mile offer after spending $1,000 in the first 3 months. When using a card for travel purchases (e.g. baggage charges), use
your miles to pay all or part of the report balance! We have highlighted more than 30 card advantages. Capital One® Venture® Rewards Credit Card - Big Brother card ventureone with a 100,000 bonus miles offer when you spend $20,000 buying in the first 12 months after the account was opened, or still earn 50,000
miles if you spend $3,000 on purchases in the first 3 months. This card is full of benefits and perks, and you can redeem your miles of travel or move your miles to more than 10+ travel loyalty programs. Although you can have a portable bag, using one of these cards you can reimburse any additional costs that you will
be charged. Please note that to use the American Express airline tax credit for checked bags with United, you must appoint a United airline of your choice before you buy. Final thoughts If you book a ticket for first class, business class or economy class, carry luggage and personal belongings will not worry you much.
Just make sure they match the required dimensions. It is when you are trapped in the main economy that you have to take into account your needs. You should probably check the bag if you want to bring something more than a personal item, so planning ahead is advisable. Fortunately, you can use any of the few credit
cards to reimburse the fees for checked-in baggage. This is just another misery for the flying basic economy, but with the right information in your hand you can at least improve the frustrating situation as best as possible. No, if you have ordered a base economy price, you will have to pay extra for the carry-on bag.
United carry-on dimensions are 9 inches X 14 inch X 22 inches (22 cm X 35 cm X 56 cm). cm).
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